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Abstract
Using a representative model system, we describe here electronic and structural properties of
aromatic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) that contain an embedded, dipolar group. As
polar unit we use pyrimidine, varying its orientation in the molecular backbone and,
consequently, the direction of the embedded dipole moment. The electronic and structural
properties of these embedded-dipole SAMs are thoroughly analyzed using a number of
complementary characterization techniques combined with quantum-mechanical modeling.
We show that such mid-chain substituted monolayers are highly interesting from both
fundamental and application viewpoints, as the dipolar groups are found to induce a potential
discontinuity inside the monolayer, electrostatically shifting the energy levels in the regions
above and below the dipoles relative to one another. These SAMs also allow for tuning the
substrate work function in a controlled manner independent of the docking chemistry and,
most importantly, without modifying the SAM-ambient interface.

KEYWORDS: molecular dipole; work function; self-assembled monolayers; interface control
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1. Introduction
The control of physical and chemical properties of surfaces and interfaces is one of the most
important issues of modern surface science, physical chemistry, and nanotechnology. Highly
relevant systems in this context are self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which are 2D
polycrystalline films of semi-rigid molecules that are chemically anchored to a substrate by a
suitable head group.[1,2] These systems have attracted considerable interest for more than three
decades.[3] They have been used, e.g., for controlling wettability[4,5] or cell adhesion[6,7] and
for corrosion protection.[8,9] They have also attracted considerable attention in the area of
organic electronics, where they are, for example, used to modify gate dielectrics in organic
transistors to enhance their performance,[10-12] to realize devices with novel functionalities like
memories[13] or sensors, [14] or even to act as the active layer of the device. [15] When bonded to
electrodes, SAMs can be used to manipulate charge carrier injection barriers, to provide a
better electronic coupling, and/or to act as an intermediate layer for the growth of the active
organic material.[16-23]
The key issues in this context are (i) the conductive properties of the SAM itself, affecting the
performance of the entire device, (ii) control of the SAM-ambient interface, defining the
nucleation and growth mode of the organic semiconductor, and (iii) introduction of a specific
dipole moment to manipulate charge carrier injection barriers. So far, characteristics of the
SAM-ambient interface and adjustment of dipole moment were entangled since the common
way to manipulate the entire electrostatic parameters of SAMs is the selection of a proper
dipolar terminal tail group comprising the SAM-ambient interface.[24,25] This strategy,
however, also affects the nucleation chemistry, making optimization of a particular system a
highly difficult task.
While a system has recently been reported in which the mixing of two different, short
molecules with almost opposing dipole moments led to layers with an adjustable dipole
moment and unaltered surface energy,[22] a more general solution to this dilemma would be
the incorporation of a suitable functional group into the backbone of the molecules forming
the SAM such that a layer with buried dipole moments can be realized. This leaves open
options for the independent optimization of the SAM-ambient interface, e.g., via suitable tailgroup substitutions. Thus, the interfacial dipole and nucleation chemistry can be tuned
separately, making it highly interesting for applications, e.g. when the SAM is used as
intermediate, charge-injection promoting layer between a metal electrode and adjacent
organic electronic material. In addition, one avoids having potentially reactive functional
3

groups at the exterior of the SAM that could be chemically modified during the growth of an
organic film, which is clearly of advantage for the stability of the entire system. Beyond these
practically relevant aspects, embedded groups can be used to introduce deliberately chosen
chemical and physical perturbations within the monolayer. The extent of these perturbations
can be precisely controlled by selectively choosing the functional dipolar moieties and the
positions and orientations in which they are introduced within the chain. This opens up new
and unique avenues for investigating fundamental aspects of SAM electrostatics and for
designing SAMs with desired properties.
Embedding functional groups into SAMs has been a widely used strategy for obtaining
additional functionalities, such as preferred cleaving[26-28] or providing (switchable) molecular
dipole moments.[29] Nevertheless, these groups also had significant influence on the layer
order, either by steric constraints[26,27,29] or by formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds.[29]
Recently, as a first attempt to build a system with embedded dipoles, ester groups,
R−(C=O)−O−R´, were introduced into the alkanethiolate system on gold as a representative
test case.[30] In this system, indeed a variety of novel phenomena have been observed. From a
fundamental point of view, the most interesting observation was a strong electrostatic effect in
the X-ray photoelectron spectra. In the presence of embedded esters, the C 1s photoelectron
kinetic energies were found to be consistently shifted by 0.85 eV between the chemically
identical −(CH2)− alkyl segments above and below the ester moiety, regardless of relative
lengths of the segments. This shift correlates well with simple electrostatic estimates based on
ester molecular dipoles. Significantly, this observation, along with few others,[31-34]
contradicts the generally accepted assumption that the photoemission spectra of SAMs can be
described entirely within the general concept of a chemical shift.[35] As will be discussed in
more detail below, this would indeed be the case for conductive samples but not for relatively
poorly conducting organic layers of upright "standing" molecules that are in the focus of the
present study. Further, it suggests that the electronic levels and the electrostatic potential
distribution within a SAM can be controlled to a certain extent by the introduction of an
embedded dipole layer.
In view of these promising findings and the potential applications, and based on theoretical
predictions,[36] we present here a first study on aromatic SAMs that contain an embedded
dipolar functional group. Note that aromatic monolayers are superior to aliphatic ones in
terms of electrical conductance,[37-39] which makes them more suitable intermediate layers in
organic electronics and photovoltaics assemblies. Also, these films are better suited as
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interfacial layers for the deposition of most organic semiconductors, which generally contain
aromatic functional units.[40]
Here, we report a rational approach for adjusting the dipole moments without significantly
altering the molecular structure or the interface chemistry. Starting from terphenyl-4methanethiol C6H5-C6H4-C6H4-CH2-SH (TP1), the monolayers of which on Au(111) are wellinvestigated,[41-45] we substituted the central phenylene ring by a 2,5-pyrimidine group, in the
two possible orientations (Figure 1). Since the pyrimidine group has a noticeable dipole
moment (2.3 D),[46,47] this architecture allows for an arrangement of embedded dipoles
pointing either upwards or downwards with respect to the substrate, assuming an upright
molecular orientation. These SAM precursors are accordingly denoted as TP1-up and TP1down, as shown in Figure 1. Their respective SAMs were characterized in detail by a number
of complementary surface-analytical techniques, viz. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), high-resolution XPS (HRXPS), ellipsometry, infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS), near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy,
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), to study the effect of embedded dipoles on the
molecular organization and to ensure film quality and, thus, the reliability of our conclusions
regarding the specific electrostatic effects of embedded dipoles. The latter effects were
addressed by dedicated experimental tools and theoretical simulations.

Figure 1. A schematic drawing of the pyrimidine-substituted molecules and major reference molecule
along with their acronyms. The directions of the dipole moment associated with the embedded
pyrimidine group are shown (the direction from the negative charge to the positive charge is
considered as positive). The molecules are named accordingly. Individual rings will be named as
ambient-adjacent, central, and substrate-adjacent ones, assuming an upright molecular geometry.
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2. Results
2.1. Basic Characterization
2.1.1. XPS and HRXPS.
Au 4f7/2, S 2p, and N 1s HRXP spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs are presented in
Figure 2, along with the data for the reference TP1 monolayer. The S 2p spectra of all three
SAMs in Figure 2b exhibit a sole S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet at a binding energy (BE) position of
~162.0 eV (S 2p3/2). This value corresponds to thiolate species bound to noble metal
surfaces,[48-50] which means that, within the sensitivity of the measurements, all molecules in
the studied films are bound to the substrate via a thiolate-gold bond, as is expected for welldefined SAMs. No traces of other sulfur derived species such as atomic sulfur, disulfides,
unbound thiols or sulfonates were observed. The TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs exhibit similar
intensities of the S 2p signal, along with similar intensities of the Au 4f7/2 emission (Figure
2a), which suggest similar packing densities in these two monolayers. These densities appear,
however, slightly lower than that in the TP1 SAM, as follows from the comparison of the Au
4f7/2 intensities in Figure 2a. This qualitative conclusion is supported by a numerical
evaluation of the XPS and HRXPS data (see Section 5 for details), resulting in the values of
effective thicknesses and packing densities compiled in Table 1. Note that the values for the
reference TP1 monolayer agree well with literature data.[44,45]
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Figure 2. Au 4f7/2 (a), S 2p (b), and N 1s (c) HRXP spectra of the TP1, TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs.
The spectra were acquired at photon energies of 350 eV (Au 4f7/2 and S 2p) and 580 eV (N 1s). The S
2p spectra are fitted by a single S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet, characteristic of the thiolate.

The N 1s HRXP spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs in Figure 2c exhibit a single and
sharp N 1s emission, in contrast to the expected, nitrogen-free "baseline" for the reference
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TP1 monolayer. This emission can be unequivocally assigned to the nitrogen atoms in the
pyrimidine rings. The presence of the single and sharp peak suggests, in accordance with the
S 2p data, a homogeneous and well-defined character of the target monolayers. Note that
there is a small shift between the exact BE positions of the N 1s emissions for the TP1-down
and TP1-up monolayers (397.5 and 397.7 eV, respectively).
The C 1s HRXP spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up films are characteristic of well-defined
SAMs. These spectra are, however, strongly affected by electrostatic effects. Thus, they will
be described in detail below, when discussing the electronic properties of the SAMs.
Table 1. XPS/HRXPS and ellipsometry derived effective thickness of the TP1-down, TP1-up, and
TP1 SAMs, along with the XPS/HRXPS derived packing density in these monolayers. The error bars
of the packing density can be estimated at ±5%.

Monolayer

Effective thickness

Effective thickness

from XPS/HRXPS (nm) from ellipsometry (nm)

Packing density
(molecules/cm2)

TP1

1.78 ± 0.04

1.80 ± 0.04

4.6 × 1014

TP1-down

1.75 ± 0.05

1.80 ± 0.07

4.3 × 1014

TP1-up

1.74 ± 0.05

1.73 ± 0.06

4.2 × 1014

2.1.2. Ellipsometry
The film thickness values derived from the ellipsometry data are also presented in Table 1,
and agree well with the XPS/HRXPS-derived values. The effective thicknesses of the TP1down and TP1-up SAMs are, on average, slightly lower than that of the reference TP1
monolayer, corroborating the XPS/HRXPS data that suggest lower packing densities in these
films.
2.1.3. IR Spectroscopy
IR spectra of TP1, TP1-down, and TP1-up SAMs are displayed in Figure 3, along with the
spectra of the respective precursors and the results of the density functional theory (DFT)
calculations for the isolated molecules. The assignments of the most prominent vibrational
modes for the TP1-down and TP1-up monolayers are compiled in Table 2; analogous data for
the TP1 SAM are presented in the Supporting Information (Table S1) and can also be found
in the literature.[45] When comparing the experimental spectra of the neat substances with the
7

IRRA spectra of the respective SAMs, it becomes evident from the band assignments (Tables
2 and S1) and the spectra in Figure 3 that vibrational modes with transition dipole moments
(TDMs) parallel to the molecular backbone (labeled as “||”) remain intense, while the bands
with perpendicular TDMs (either in plane of the aromatic rings, designated as “⊥”, or out of
this plane, assigned as "oop") are clearly attenuated in comparison to the relative strengths
found in the bulk spectra.
a
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Figure 3. IRRA spectra of the TP1 (a), TP1-up (b) and TP1-down (c) SAMs (upper curves) along with
the ATR IR spectra of the neat substances (middle curves) and the DFT calculated spectra (bottom
curves). For the experimental spectra absorbance scale bars are given. The spectra of the SAMs are
plotted with identical scaling. The calculated spectra are displayed in arbitrary units. The orientations
of some modes with respect to the molecular backbone are marked.

In view of the surface selection rules for metal substrates,[51] this suggests an upright
molecular orientation in all studied SAMs, which is in line with the thicknesses of these
monolayers determined by XPS and ellipsometry. Beyond these qualitative considerations,
numerical evaluation of the IR data was performed. With intensities of IR bands with three
independent TDM directions at hand, the tilt and twist angles of the molecular adsorbates on a
gold substrate can be calculated,[52] as has been done e.g., for alkanethiolate SAMs on gold.[53]
Note that the tilt angle, β, describes the deviation of the direction of the molecular backbone
from the surface normal while the twist angle, γ, defines rotation about the molecular axis (at
γ = 0, the TDMs of oop-modes lie in the plane spanned by the surface normal and the 4,4´axes).[54] For the TP1-down and TP1-up monolayers, comparison of the intensities of bands 2
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(oop), 6 (⊥), and 7 (||) yields tilt angles of 12° and 18° and twist angles of 28° and 37°,
respectively, though with relatively large error bars (±5°) due to low intensities of the ⊥ and
oop bands. This problem was exacerbated for the TP1 SAM to the extent that the values of
β and γ could not be derived. Note also that this discussion and the evaluation of tilt and twist
angles assumes that the three aromatic rings are coplanar. This assumption is based on the fact
that the dihedral rotation typical of biphenyls and terphenyls in the molecular state (~40°)[55,56]
is strongly reduced or even eliminated completely in densely packed 2D assemblies due to
intermolecular interactions,[57-60] as supported by the literature data[61,62] and corroborated, in
this case, by the NEXAFS results discussed next.
Table 2. Positions (given in cm-1) and assignments of most prominent vibrational modes in the IR
spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up molecules and the respective SAMs, along with the respective
theoretical values (DFT) and transition dipole moment (TDM) orientation.
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a) ν: stretch mode, δ: in-plane bending mode, γ: out of plane bending mode
b) ||: parallel to main molecular backbone,

⊥: perpendicular to main molecular backbone and in plane of the

aromatic rings, oop: perpendicular to the aromatic ring plane
c) vs: very strong, s: strong, m: medium, w: weak, vw: very weak

2.1.4. NEXAFS Spectroscopy
The carbon and nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the TP1, TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs
are presented in Figure 4. Panels (a) and (c) compile the spectra acquired at an X-ray
incidence angle of 55° while panels (b) and (d) represent the difference between the spectra
acquired at X-ray incident angles of 90° and 20°. Note that 55° is the so-called ´magic angle´;
at this particular adjustment, the spectrum is not influenced by any effects related to
molecular orientation and is, therefore, exclusively representative of the chemical
9

composition of the samples.[63] In contrast, the difference of the spectra acquired at normal
(90°) and grazing (20°) incidence of X-rays is a fingerprint of the linear dichroism and, thus,
allows conclusions regarding the orientational order and molecular orientation in the systems.
The 55° C K-edge spectrum of the reference TP1 monolayer in Figure 4a exhibits typical
absorption signature of oligophenyls, in good agreement with literature data.[44] The spectrum
is dominated by the intense π resonance of the phenyl rings (1) at 284.95 eV, accompanied
∗

1

by the respective π peak (3) at ~288.8 eV and several σ* resonances (4-6) at higher
∗

2

excitation energies.[63-66] In addition, there are the R /C-S* resonance (2) at ~287.0 eV[44,66] and
∗

a weak R* feature at ~287.8 eV (between 2 and 3).
NEXAFS: C K-edge
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Figure 4. C (a,b) and N (c,d) K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the TP1, TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs
acquired at an X-ray incident angle of 55° (a,c), along with the respective difference between the
spectra collected under the normal (90°) and grazing (20°) incidence geometry (b,d). Individual
absorption resonances are marked by numbers (see text for the assignments). The derived average tilt
angles of the π* orbitals of the phenyl rings (C K-edge) and embedded pyrimidine moiety (N K-edge)
are given at the respective resonances. The horizontal dashed lines in panels b and d correspond to
zero.

Apart from certain intensity differences, the spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs
exhibit similar resonance patterns (2-6) at high photon energies (PEs) as the TP1 monolayer.
At the same time, the dominant π resonance splits in three lines at PEs of 284.85/285.0 eV
∗

1
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(1a for TP1-down/TP1-up), 285.3 eV (1b) and 286.0 eV (1c), which is more obvious for TP1down/Au. This splitting is associated with the effect of the embedded pyrimidine moiety.
Indeed, a NEXAFS spectrum of the pyrimidine molecule is dominated by a split π resonance
∗

at PEs of 285.32 and 285.86 eV related to the transitions from the non-equivalent carbon sites
to the lowest unoccupied, antibonding, molecular orbital.[67,68] A superposition of these
features with the distinct π resonance of the phenyl rings can indeed result in the
∗

1

π resonances with the complex shapes observed for the TP1-down and TP1-up monolayers.
∗

The different relative intensities of the individual contributions within the joint π feature for
∗

TP1-down/Au and TP1-up/Au can be explained tentatively by the different orientations of the
pyrimidine moiety with respect to the substrate. According to literature data,[68] a substituent
at either the 2 or the 5 position of pyrimidine results in different branching of the individual
π resonances. The attachment to the substrate, even mediated by a phenyl ring and a thiolate
∗

group can provide a similar effect as a substitution at a particular site. Moreover, the highly
localized core levels and the more delocalized frontier orbitals are affected to a different
degree by the electrostatically-induced shifts that depend on the orientation of the pyrimidine
groups (see below), which can also cause deviations between the NEXAFS spectra of TP1-up
and TP1-down.
The N K-edge 55° NEXAFS spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs in Figure 4c are
exclusively representative of the embedded pyrimidine moiety. They are dominated by a
strong π resonance at 398.6 eV, accompanied by several weaker features. These spectra agree
∗

well with the spectrum of pyrimidine in the gas phase.[68] The assignments of the individual
resonances can be found in ref [68].
Both C and N K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs exhibit a
pronounced linear dichroism, as seen in Figures 4b and 4d. This indicates a high orientational
order in these films. Considering that the intensity of the π resonances is larger at normal than
∗

at grazing incidence (positive peaks in the difference spectra) and that the TDMs of these
resonances are directed perpendicular to the phenyl and pyrimidine rings, an upright
orientation of the molecular backbones in the target films can be concluded, in agreement
with the XPS/HRXPS, ellipsometry, and IR data. This is supported by the numerical
evaluation of the entire set of the NEXAFS spectra within the standard theoretical
framework.[63] A similar procedure as for analogous aromatic SAMs was used to evaluate the
dependencies of the intensity of the most prominent π resonances at the C and N K-edges on
∗

the incidence angle of the X-rays, fitting them to the theoretical curves for a vector-like
11

orbital.[66,69] The only fitting parameter was the average tilt angle of the respective molecular
orbitals, α. The derived values of this parameter for the π resonances of the entire molecular
∗

backbone at the C K-edge and the π resonance of the pyrimidine moiety at the N K-edge are
∗

given in Figures 4b and 4d, at the respective absorption resonances. Significantly, the average
tilt angles derived from the C and N K-edge data for both TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs are
almost identical, suggesting a planar or close-to-planar molecular conformation of the
aromatic backbones. Finally, based on the α values and a reasonable assumption for the twist
angle, γ (32°),[57] the tilt angles of the entire molecular backbones in the target and reference
SAMs, β, were calculated using the standard formula, cos α = sin β × cos γ.[54] They are 17°,
18°, and 18° for TP1-down/Au, TP1-up/Au, and TP1/Au, respectively; the error bars can be
estimated at ±3°.
2.1.5. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
STM data for the TP1, TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs are presented in Figure 5. The structure
of the reference TP1 monolayer has been determined in previous studies and, thus, could be
used as a benchmark.[41-43,45] In agreement with the literature data, the molecules in the TP1
SAMs were found to adopt a commensurate (2√3×√3)R30° arrangement on the Au(111)
terraces (Figures 5a-5c) with the presence of etch pits of ~0.24 nm depth, corresponding to a
local absence of a gold monolayer. This feature is characteristic of both alkanethiolate and
benzylthiolate SAMs.[70,71] The (2√3×√3)R30° unit cell contains two non-equivalent
molecules, which appear at slightly different heights as can be deduced from the height
profiles (see the Supporting Information, Figure S5). A model of this structure is shown in
Figure 5d. It agrees fully with the literature data,[41-43,45] underlining the reliability of our STM
experiments.
The films formed by the TP1-up molecules look very similar to TP1/Au at first sight (Figures
5e-5g). In particular, many monoatomic etch pits can be found (Figure 5e). However, these
etch pits are on average smaller and more numerous than for TP1/Au, limiting the size of the
ordered domains to ~10 nm. Nevertheless, molecular resolution could be attained, revealing
an approximately hexagonal pattern (Figure 5g). Height profiles (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S5) again suggest a (2√3×√3)R30° arrangement as in case of TP1/Au. An
important difference, however, is that all of the molecules in this arrangement seem to be
equivalent, as indicated by using the same color code for all the adsorbates in Figure 5h. This
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arrangement, in principle, would also permit the assignment of the simpler (√3×√3)R30° unit
cell, which nevertheless does not change the associated molecular density (see below).

Figure 5. STM images of the TP1 (a-c), TP1-down (e-g), and TP1-up (i-k) SAMs taken at different
magnifications, along with the tentative schematics of the respective molecular arrangements (d, h, l).
The thiolate adsorption sites in the schematic structure cartoons (d, h, and l) were chosen arbitrarily.

Molecular resolution imaging of the TP1-down SAMs turned out to be more difficult. As seen
in Figures 5i and 5j, the etch pit appearance is similar to TP1-up/Au, again limiting the size of
the crystalline areas. While the dimensions of the unit cell are basically the same as for
TP1/Au and TP1-up/Au (see the Supporting Information, Figure S5), the arrangement of the
molecules looks somewhat different. This arrangement can be derived from the TP1-up
structure by moving every other row one binding site along the <11-2> direction (by 0.12 nm,
from a formally hcp to a fcc site or vice versa). This results in an almost square placement of
the adsorbates, which, however can again be described as a centered (2√3×√3)R30° structure,
due to the formal nonequivalence of the adsorption sites. Note that although the adsorption
sites are formally different, the appearance of the molecules in the STM images suggests
similar electronic coupling to the STM tip. We have to assume that this apparent shift of the
molecular rows indeed cannot occur, because it would result in impossibly small distance
between the π-systems. Accordingly such a structure could not be reproduced by the
theoretical calculations. We believe, rather, that we image an electronic feature at the top of
the molecules, which might not be concentric with the main axis of the molecules. In any
case, the packing density in the TP1-down case as well as the surface unit cell are basically
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the same as for TP1/Au and TP1-up/Au, in agreement with the spectroscopic data presented
above.

2.2. Electrostatic Effects
2.2.1. Photoemission
The C 1s HRXP spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs are presented in Figure 6, along
with the data for the reference TP1 monolayer. The spectra are tentatively decomposed into
several individual peaks. The curves for a PE of 350 eV can be directly compared. In
accordance with literature data,[44,72] the spectrum of TP1/Au shows a strong and sharp
emission at ~284.25 eV accompanied by a weak shoulder at ~284.95 eV assigned to the
terphenyl backbone and shake-up processes in the aromatic matrix, respectively.[72] The major
emission contains contributions from all carbon atoms along the molecular chain, merging in
a single sharp line,[50] but its BE position is mostly representative of the ambient-adjacent
phenyl ring since the photoemission signals from the central and substrate-adjacent rings are
strongly attenuated at the given kinetic energy (~60 eV at a PE of 350 eV).[35,73] In contrast,
the spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs exhibit much more complex patterns that
cannot be explained by the presence of the pyrimidine ring within the standard concept of a
chemical shift. Indeed, according to the reference measurements on 2-mercaptopyrimidine (2MPM/Au, a single "pyrimidine-up" unit bearing a thiol; see the Supporting Information,
Figures S6 and S7) which, in terms of the branching, agree with the literature data for
pyrimidine in the gas phase,[67] the spectrum of the pyrimidine moiety comprises two
emissions at BEs of 285.0 and 286.4 eV having an intensity relation of 3:1. In the case of
TP1-down/Au and TP1-up/Au, the respective emissions can appear at somewhat different
binding energies but, most importantly, should be weak compared to the contribution from the
ambient-adjacent phenyl ring. The latter is naturally associated with the prevalent peak
(shaded in blue) in the 350 eV spectra of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs with a BE of
283.83 eV and 284.90 eV, respectively. This association, however, means that the emission of
the ambient-adjacent ring shifts by −0.42 eV for TP1-down/Au and +0.65 eV for TP1-up/Au
compared to TP1/Au. The origin of this shift cannot be chemical but only electrostatic since
the only difference between the TP1-down and TP1-up molecules is the direction of the polar
pyrimidine moiety. Note that a weak electron withdrawing effect, associated with the adjacent
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nitrogen atoms in the case of the TP1-down SAM, cannot produce a BE shift of such a
magnitude over the entire ambient-adjacent ring.
As far as the signals originating from carbon atoms residing in the other rings are concerned,
features at higher binding energies are tentatively associated with the pyrimidine and shakeup processes (vide supra). The low BE peak at 283.85 eV that is clearly resolved in the TP1up spectrum is associated with the substrate-adjacent ring. Screening of the photoemission
hole by the electrons in the metal substrate is particularly strong and relevant for the energetic
position of that peak[50] resulting in a shift to lower binding energies. Conversely, the position
of that peak is not subject to electrostatic shifts caused by the pyrimidines, as these reside at
larger distances from the substrate (see below for a detailed discussion). This observation
explains, why the 283.85 eV peak is best resolved in the TP1-up case, where the screening
induced shift of the peak associated with the substrate-adjacent ring and the electrostatic shifts
affecting the BE position of the dominant feature associated with the ambient-adjacent ring go
in opposite directions. In the TP1-down case, where both shifts go in the same direction, those
two features overlap. The assignment that the lowest-binding energy peak originates from the
carbon atoms “buried” in the monolayer is in fact supported by the spectrum shown in the top
panel of Figure 6. There, the intensity of the lowest BE emission is shown to increase
significantly upon increasing the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons (PE = 580 eV) due to a
weaker attenuation of the respective signal.[73]
HRXPS: C 1s
hν = 580 eV
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Figure 6. C 1s HRXP spectra of the TP1, TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs acquired at photon energies of
350 eV and 580 eV (top spectrum; for TP1-up/Au only). The spectra are tentatively decomposed in
several individual components (see text for details). The components predominantly associated with
the ambient-adjacent and substrate-adjacent phenyl rings are marked by blue and red colors,
respectively. The components associated with the pyrimidine ring are drawn by thin solid lines, as far
as they do not overlap completely with the other features. The vertical dashed lines are guides for the
eyes.

2.2.2. Work function
Work function (WF) values for TP1/Au, TP1-down/Au, and TP1-up/Au with respect to the
WF of freshly sputtered gold, measured with a Kelvin probe and derived from the secondary
electron cutoffs of the ultraviolet photoemission spectra, are presented in Figure 7 and
compiled in Table 3, together with the theoretical values obtained from the DFT calculations
(vide infra). The experimentally observed WF change upon the assembly of the TP1
monolayer compared to clean Au(111) correlates well with the literature value for the
analogous molecular films, viz. −(0.8-1.0) eV.[74] Most significantly, compared to the WF of
TP1/Au, TP1-down/Au and TP1-up/Au exhibit changes of +0.55 and −0.43 eV according to
the Kelvin probe, and +0.58 and −0.41 eV, according to the ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy (UPS). This clearly manifests the electrostatic effect of the embedded dipoles.

ΔWF (eV)

-0.2 Kelvin probe
-0.4

a

UPS cutoff

-0.6
-0.8

b

0.99 eV

0.98 eV

-1.0
-1.2
-1.4
-1.6
TP1

TP1-up TP1-down

TP1

TP1-up TP1-down

Figure 7. Work function values for TP1/Au, TP1-down/Au, and TP1-up/Au measured with a Kelvin
probe (a) and as the cutoff of the UP spectra (b). The values are references to the WF of freshly
sputtered gold. The difference between the values for TP1-down/Au and TP1-up/Au is highlighted by
blue arrows and precisely marked.
Table 3. Experimental (Kelvin probe and secondary electron cutoff in UPS) and calculated (DFT) WF
changes induced by the TP1, TP1-down, and TP1-up SAMs, with respect to the WF of pristine gold.
The WF shifts with respect to TP1/Au are presented in parentheses. All values are given in eV.
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Monolayer

Kelvin probe

UPS cutoff

DFT

−0.98

−0.97

−1.30

TP1-down

−0.43 (+0.55)

−0.39 (+0.58)

−0.54 (+0.76)

TP1-up

−1.41 (−0.43)

−1.38 (−0.41)

−1.99 (−0.69)

TP1

2.2.3. Band-Structure Calculations
The main impact of the pyrimidine rings on the electronic structure of the SAM-substrate
interface can be seen in Figure 8a, where the calculated plane-averaged electrostatic energies
of TP1, TP1-up, and TP1-down SAMs on Au(111) are shown. For the substrate-adjacent
phenyl ring the electrostatic energies in the three systems coincide, while the electronic
landscape experienced by the ambient-adjacent ring is shifted considerably in the TP1-up and
TP1-down SAMs due to the aligned pyrimidine dipoles. This has two consequences of direct
relevance for the properties discussed here: First, the vacuum level above the SAM is shifted
significantly, with SAM-induced WF shifts (ΔWF) of −1.30 eV for the TP1 SAM, −0.54 eV
for the TP1-down SAM, and −1.99 eV for the TP1-up SAMs, respectively. These values,
summarized in Table 3, are in good semi-quantitative agreement with the experimental
results. More importantly, from the electrostatic energies shown in Figure 8a, one can
understand why embedding the dipole in the TP1-down fashion leads to an increase of the
WF compared to TP1 (the reference system containing no pyrimidine unit), while inserting it
in the TP1-up orientation yields a more pronounced WF decrease. Quantitatively, the effect of
reversing the orientation of the embedded pyrimidine dipole results in a WF difference
between the TP1-down and TP1-up layers amounting to ΔWFcalc=1.45 eV. This shift is
somewhat larger than the one measured in the UPS experiments (ΔWFUPS=0.99 eV) and
Kelvin probe measurements (ΔWFKP=0.98 eV). Possible reasons for this deviation are
discussed in the next section.
The second immediate consequence of the shift in the electrostatic energy induced by the
pyrimidine dipoles is a change in the energies of the core-levels along the backbone of the
SAM constituents. The calculated energies of the C 1s states in the aromatic system relative to
that of the carbon atom in the methylene linker are shown in Figure 8b. One sees that the
energies of the core levels are shifted between the substrate-adjacent and ambient-adjacent
rings in accordance with the shift in the potential energy shown in Figure 8a. The core-levels
of the carbon atoms bound to nitrogens are shifted to larger binding energies, which is a
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consequence of the changed bonding situation of those atoms (cf. data points in Figure 8b
highlighted by rectangles). Consequently, these shifts can be regarded as standard “chemical
shifts” while the energy differences between the carbon atoms comprising the ambientadjacent and substrate-adjacent phenyl rings must be regarded as “electrostatic shifts”.

Figure 8. (a) Calculated plane-averaged electrostatic energy of an electron across TP1/Au (cyan solid
line), TP1-up/Au (blue dotted line), and TP1-down/Au (orange dashed line). The origin of the x-axis is
set to the topmost metal layer while the energy scale is aligned to the Fermi energy of the substrate
(see dashed horizontal line). Thick, color-coded, horizontal lines serve to illustrate the difference in
electrostatic energy below and above the pyrimidine ring. (b) Calculated C 1s core-level energies of
TP1/Au (cyan circles), TP1-up (blue diamonds), and TP1-down/Au (orange triangles). The origin of
the x-axis is set to the top metal layer while the energy scale is aligned to the C 1s energy of the first
carbon atom in each system. Framed data points correspond to the carbon atoms bound to nitrogen,
and the vertical arrows indicate the difference in the core-level energies corresponding to the ambientadjacent phenyl ring of the TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs.

For a quantitative comparison of the calculated core-level energies to the binding energies
measured by HRXPS, in general, screening effects associated with the core-hole produced in
the photoionization process also need to be considered. For signals arising from the ambientadjacent ring, these effects are, however, comparably small keeping in mind the highly nonlinear dependence of screening on the distance from the metal surface. A first estimate of the
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energy correction can be obtained by means of a classical image potential,[75] using an image
plane position that is located at 0.09 nm above the top row of the gold atoms.[76] This yields
only comparably small and, most importantly, very similar screening-induced shifts of 0.30
eV for the lowest and 0.24 eV for the topmost C atom of the ambient-adjacent ring of the TP1
system.[77] Moreover, it needs to be kept in mind that these shifts do not affect a comparison
of the features of the various SAMs that arise from C atoms at equivalent distances to the
substrate. Thus, a comparison of the relative core-level shifts in the ambient-adjacent ring to
the measured shifts of the dominant HRXPS feature appears sensible. The calculated upwardshifts of the core-levels by +0.74 (+0.62) eV for TP1-down/Au (resulting in a reduction of the
C 1s binding energies) and the downward shift by −0.73 (−0.71) eV in the TP1-up/Au case
(effectively increasing the C 1s binding energies) are in good agreement with the
experimental data. Note that the shifts quoted here are obtained by averaging over the corelevel energies of the C atoms in the ambient-adjacent ring, while the values in parentheses are
obtained, when just considering the topmost C atom of this ring.
In passing we note that as far as the intra-molecular structure within the SAMs is concerned,
no major differences between TP1 and TP1-up and also TP1-down are observed: In particular
the inter-ring twist-angles are essentially the same in all systems and between all rings. I.e.,
they vary between 12° and 6° with the largest values occurring in systems, where orthohydrogens cause some repulsion. This overall close-to-planar structure is a consequence of
the significant intermolecular interactions in the densely packed layers. For example, biphenyl
(as an example for oligophenylenes) displays an inter-ring twist angle of 42° in the gas
phase,[56] while experimental data on terphenyl in the crystalline state indicate an interring
twist of only 12°,[78] fully consistent with band-structure calculations.[79] The dominant role of
intermolecular interactions for the twist angles in the SAMs considered here is supported by
simulations of isolated TP1-up and TP1-down molecules, for which we find that the steric
repulsion between ortho-hydrogens results in an inter-ring twist of 36°-37° between the
respective rings. Conversely, parts of the molecules where the N-atoms of the pyrimidines are
engaged in H-bonds with opposing ortho-hydrogens, are planar.
3. Discussion
As stated in the introduction, the major goal of this study was to realize a model SAMmediated interface that permits control of the work function while retaining the surface
chemistry and basic structural motif of the SAM-forming compounds. It was particularly
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important to deal with aromatic monolayers since they possess superior transport properties
and provide a good match to organic semiconductors.
As shown above, such monolayers can be successfully formed in a well-defined fashion.
Significantly, the results of the complementary experimental techniques agree well with each
other providing a consistent and detailed description of the systems studied.
According to the HRXPS data (Figure 2 and Table 1), all molecules in the TP1-down and
TP1-up SAMs are bound to the substrate via the thiolate anchor. The monolayers are densely
packed and exhibit effective thicknesses close to the molecular length of the respective
precursors (~1.5 nm), with addition of the S−Au bond length (0.24 nm).[80,81] This suggests an
almost upright orientation for the TP1-down and TP1-up molecules in their respective SAMs,
similar to TP1/Au.[44,45]
Indeed, both IRRAS and NEXAFS data confirm that orientation. In particular, the analysis of
the IR data (Figure 3 and Table 2) yields tilt angles of 12° and 18° and twist angles of 28° and
37° for the TP1-down and TP1-up monolayers, respectively. In agreement, the evaluation of
the NEXAFS data (Figure 4) results in an average tilt angle of 17°-18° for both TP1-down
and TP1-up SAMs, making a reasonable assumption regarding the value of the twist angle,
viz. 32°, which is characteristic of bulk terphenyl[57] and close to the average of the IR derived
angles. Significantly, the tilt angles derived from the spectra representative of the phenyl and
pyrimidine rings (C and N K-edges, respectively) practically coincide (Figure 4), which
suggests a planar or close-to-planar molecular conformation in both TP1-down and TP1-up
monolayers, as expected for densely packed aromatic SAMs.[61] The calculated tilt angles of
13° (TP1-up) and 12° (TP1-down) also agree well to the experimental ones. In the context of
this manuscript it is important that these tilt angles are practically identical to that of the
reference TP1 monolayer because it implies that the inclusion of a pyrimidine moiety into the
terphenyl backbone does not significantly change the molecular orientation in the respective
SAMs. The consequences of the dense packing triggered by van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions between the molecular backbones are obviously stronger than the dipole-dipole
repulsions favoring a significant tilt.[82,83]
Certain differences in the details of the lateral packing between the TP1-down and TP1-up
SAMs do, however, occur as can be seen in the STM data (Figure 5). At the same time, the
acquired data confirm high quality and dense molecular packing in the TP1-down and TP1-up
monolayers. The SAMs are shown to exhibit ordered molecular lattices on the Au(111)
surface that are close to the (2√3×√3)R30° “parent” structure of the TP1 monolayer.[41-43,45]
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This results for all three SAMs in packing densities of ~4.6×1014 molecules/cm-2,
corresponding to 0.216 nm2 per molecule. For the TP1 SAMs, these STM derived packing
densities are fully consistent with the insight gained from the XPS/HRXPS and ellipsometry
data (Table 1). In the latter two experiments, a slightly reduced packing density is, however,
observed for the TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs compared to the reference TP1 monolayer. In
conjunction with the STM data, we attribute this to the high number of etch pits seen for the
TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs, giving rise to a larger amount of domain boundaries that are
potentially packed less densely. This directly affects the packing density values obtained in
the XPS/HRXPS and ellipsometry experiments, which average over macroscopic sample
areas. In contrast, STM typically focuses on the properties within highly ordered domains for
quantitative evaluation.
The above analysis qualifies the TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs along with the reference TP1
monolayer as well defined model systems to study the electrostatic effects of the embedded
dipole in aromatic monolayer films. The most important electrostatic effect, defined as a
major goal of the present study and observed here for the first time, is a WF variation induced
by the embedded dipole that can be varied by changing the orientation of the pyrimidine ring.
As listed in Table 3, the TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs yield WF changes of +0.55 (+0.58)
and −0.43 (−0.41) eV with respect to the non-polar TP1 monolayer, as determined by the
Kelvin probe (UPS cutoff) measurements. The directions of the WF changes correlate
perfectly with the orientations of the dipole moment of the embedded pyrimidine moiety,
which is one more evidence that this moiety is the cause of the observed changes.
This is also fully confirmed by the DFT calculations (Figure 8a and Table 3). These
simulations intrinsically consider an optimized tilt angle of the molecular dipoles as well as
depolarization effects originating from the polarization of the molecular electron cloud due to
the combined electrical fields of the surrounding dipoles. The latter effect has been shown to
severely limit the achievable WF changes when assembling dipoles in parallel arrays.[84-86]
For example, Wang et al.[87] have estimated the depolarization-induced reduction of ΔWF in –
NH2 tail group substituted oligophenylene SAMs to amount to a factor of ca. 3.5. In the
present case, where a polarizable medium is located below and above the embedded dipoles,
this effect could even be larger. Nevertheless, simulations predict sizable WF shifts of +0.76
and −0.69 eV for the TP1-down and TP1-up films, respectively. These values are somewhat
larger than the experimental values in spite of similar tilt angles and packing densities. We
attribute that, on the one hand, to the fact that the boundaries between the monocrystalline
domains and other film imperfections caused, e.g., by etch pits cannot be accounted for in the
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simulations (cf., above discussion of reduced packing density of the TP1-up and TP1-down
films). That this is related to the too large calculated WF shifts is supported by the
observation that especially for the TP1-up SAM, where the dipoles due to the thiolate docking
group and the pyrimidine point in the same direction, the absolute magnitude of ΔWF is
overestimated most severely (cf., Table 3). On the other hand, certain methodological
shortcomings cannot be excluded bearing in mind that (semi)local functionals are known to
yield a less than perfect description of molecular dipole moments and polarizabilities (for a
recent benchmarking study for organic molecules see ref [88]).
Another electrostatic effect of the embedded dipole is the shifts in the BE position of the C 1s
emission associated with the ambient-adjacent phenyl ring in the molecular backbone (Figure
6). As mentioned in the introductory section, a similar effect has been observed for
alkanethiolate SAMs with a mid-chain embedded ester group (upward dipole direction
only).[30] This, in fact, underlines the generality of this phenomenon and its independence of
the backbone character. The values of BE shifts are −0.42 eV and +0.65 eV for the TP1-down
and TP1-up SAMs compared to the reference TP1 film, while the calculated BE shifts amount
to –0.74 eV and +0.73 eV, when averaging over all C atoms in the ambient-adjacent ring, and
–0.62 and +0.71 eV, when considering only the topmost C atom (cf., Figure 8b; note that a
downward shift of the energy of a core level results in an increase of the binding energy and
vice versa). Again, the direction of the shift correlates perfectly with the direction of the
embedded dipole. As mentioned above, the occurrence of this shift (along with the
electrostatic effects observed in XP spectra of several different SAM systems)[31-34] cannot be
explained solely on the basis of chemical shifts, where the only origin for differences in the
binding energies is assumed to lie in the local chemical environment of an atom. This applies
perfectly to conductive samples connected electrically to the spectrometer, where no electric
fields (and, thus, local potential energy gradients) can occur. In dielectric samples, the
situation is fundamentally different: There, for example, aligned dipole layers can induce a
shift of the electrostatic energy between different regions of the sample as illustrated in Figure
8a. This change in the local energy results in a concomitant local shift of the positions of the
core levels (see Figure 8b). Accordingly, a decrease in the electrostatic energy results in a
shift of the photoemission line to higher binding energies, with the opposite being true for an
increase in the electrostatic energy. This is exactly what we observe in the C 1s HRXP spectra
of the TP1-down and TP1-up SAMs in Figure 6. In that sense, XPS core levels act as an
efficient probe of the local electrostatic environments for a particular chemical species. The
electrostatic shifts are superimposed with “traditional” chemical shift associated in our case
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with the nitrogen atoms of the pyrimidine ring. Interestingly, in the present case, the shift in
the photoemission peaks associated with the ambient-adjacent ring correlates well with the
WF changes induced by the pyrimidine-containing SAMs (compared to the TP1 SAM as a
reference). In view of the model described above, this observation can be rationalized by the
fact that both the shifts in the photoemission peaks as well as the respective relative WF
changes are caused by the parallel arrangement of the pyrimidine dipoles and the resulting
modification of the potential-energy landscape.
That this works out so smoothly is related to two additional effects that have not been
mentioned so far: First, these potential energy shifts occur quite abruptly, which is an
electrostatic peculiarity: Natan et al.[89] have shown that the decay length of the electric field
caused by an arrangement of point dipoles is nearly an order of magnitude shorter than the
inter-dipole distance. Secondly, the charge transfer between the substrate and the core hole is
a comparably slow process on the timescale of the photoemission both in aliphatic[90] and
aromatic[91] SAMs. Especially, when considering photoionization of the carbon atoms in the
ambient-adjacent ring it is reasonable to assume that the filling of the core-hole will happen at
even longer timescales. Thus, the primary source of screening is polarization of the
conducting substrate (see above). Metal-to-molecule charge transfer processes are not
expected to affect the measured XPS binding energies. Consequently, the electrostatic shift of
the energetic positions of the C 1s orbitals, that can be inferred from the calculated potential
energy distributions, directly maps onto shifts of the measured binding energies.
4. Conclusions
Using a variety of complementary experimental characterization techniques supported by
DFT calculations, we investigated in detail a model system of self-assembled monolayers on
gold comprising aromatic thiolates with embedded dipoles. The dipoles were introduced to
the SAM precursor molecules, TP1 (terphenyl-4-methanethiol), by substituting the central
phenyl ring by a 2,5-pyrimidine moiety. Altering the orientation of the pyrimidine moiety
allows the realization of monolayers in which the dipole moments either point away from
(TP1-up/Au) or towards the substrate (TP1-down/Au).
The results of the spectroscopic and microscopic techniques imply that the molecular
orientation and the structure of the substituted monolayers closely resemble those of the nonpolar benchmark system, TP1/Au. Characterization of the electronic properties of these SAMs
reveals that the embedded dipoles significantly shift the substrate work function in a
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systematic manner: a dipole moment pointing towards the Au substrate increases the WF,
while a dipole moment pointing away decreases the WF compared to the TP1/Au benchmark
system. The accessible WF range spans ~1 V, while at the same time maintaining the
chemical identity and structural properties of the SAM-ambient interface.
This implies that the strategy of embedded dipoles in interfacial, monomolecular layers opens
up the possibility to decouple control over charge-injection from control over the nucleation
and growth of organic semiconductor layers. Thus, such films have high potential in organic
electronics, where they can be used for the interface engineering. Also in molecular
electronics they allow the study of electrostatic effects independently from the (top) contact
properties.
Specific electrostatic properties of such systems go beyond work function control, leading, in
particular, to interesting effects in photoemission, calling into question the commonly applied
concept that chemical shifts are the only cause for shifts in core-level binding energies.
Finally, the observation that dipole-induced electrostatic shifts within monolayers can be
realized and efficiently characterized experimentally raises the question, whether also
considerably more complex, electrostatically designed structures will become available as
“real-world” systems already in the near future. Such structures can comprise, for example,
monolayer quantum-wells and quantum-cascades realized by a deliberate combination of
dipolar and semiconducting elements within one molecule, as suggested recently on the basis
of quantum-mechanical simulations.[92]
5. Experimental and Theoretical Methods
Compounds and Chemicals: While the synthesis of TP1 has been described in the literature
and was performed accordingly,[42,93] the procedure for the pyrimidine containing molecules,
TP1-up and TP1-down, had to be developed. The strategy to synthesize these molecules is
summarized in Scheme 1. The Kumada coupling of the Grignard reagent 3, formed from
4-bromobenzyl(triisopropylsilyl)sulfide, with amino- or pyridine-terminated bromophenylderivatives has been developed and optimized previously.[94] The synthesis of the coupling
partners, 5-bromo-2-phenylpyrimidine (1) and 2-chloro-5-phenylpyrimidine (2), via Suzuki
coupling reactions has been described in the literature.[95,96] The resulting triisopropylsilyl
(TIPS) protected compounds 4 and 5 were deprotected protolytically using aqueous HCl in
methanol. The final TP1-up and TP1-down substances are air-stable as crystalline compounds
but become easily oxidized to the less soluble disulfides in solution.
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All other chemicals, including 2-MPM, 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) and 1-hexadecanethiol (HDT)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.
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Scheme 1. Outline of the syntheses of the dipolar molecules, TP1-up and TP1-down. The Grignard
reagent 3 already bears the thiol group in a protected form, simplifying the synthetic strategy.

Preparation of the SAMs: The gold substrates were purchased from Georg Albert PVDBeschichtungen and used as received. They were prepared by thermal evaporation of 100-200
nm of gold (99.99% purity) onto polished single-crystal Si(100) wafers (Silicon Sense)
primed with a 5 nm adhesion layer of titanium or chromium. The resulting metal substrates
were polycrystalline, with predominant (111) orientation and a grain or terrace size of 20-50
nm as observed by atomic force microscopy and STM. For the STM studies of the SAMs (see
below), 200 nm Au films on mica were purchased from Phasis (Geneva). The SAMs were
formed by immersion of the substrates into solutions of the SAM precursors in ethanol
(concentration range 10 - 1000 µM) under nitrogen at ambient temperature for 24 h. After
immersion, the samples were carefully rinsed with pure solvent and blown dry with a stream
of N2 or Ar. In addition to the target TP1-up and TP1-down films, we also prepared reference
SAMs of TP1 and 2-MPM. We also prepared alkanethiolate monolayers, viz. those of DDT
and HDT, as references for the measurement of the effective thicknesses and packing
densities, applying the standard preparation procedure.[2]
Characterization of the SAMs: General Comments: The target and reference SAMs were
characterized by XPS, HRXPS, ellipsometry, NEXAFS spectroscopy, IRRAS, and STM. All
experiments were performed at room temperature. The XPS, HRXPS, and NEXAFS
spectroscopy measurements were conducted under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions at a
base pressure better than 1.5×10-9 mbar. Special care was taken to minimize and avoid
damage to the samples induced by X-rays during the measurements.[50,97]
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Ellipsometry: Ellipsometry measurements on the SAMs were conducted with a Sentech SE
400 ellipsometer equipped with a He/Ne laser (wavelength 632.8 nm, beam diameter 1-2
mm). The angle of incidence was 70° with respect to the sample surface normal. The complex
refractive indices of the substrates, necessary for the data evaluation, were measured
separately after a hydrogen plasma treatment for 2 minutes.[98] For the refractive indices of the
monolayers, the extinction coefficients were assumed to be zero, while the real part was
assumed to be 1.55, a value that from our experience is well applicable in the case of mainly
aromatic molecules.
XPS and HRXPS: The XPS measurements were performed using a laboratory spectrometer
equipped with a Mg Kα X-ray source and an LHS11 analyzer. The spectra acquisition was
carried out in normal emission geometry with an energy resolution of ∼0.9 eV. The X-ray
source was operated at 260 W power and positioned ∼1 cm away from the samples. The BE
scale was referenced to the Au 4f7/2 peak at a BE of 84.0 eV.[99] Since the quality of the XP
spectra was inferior to the HRXPS data, they only were used to determine the effective
thickness and packing density in the TP1, TP1-up and TP1-down monolayers.
HRXPS measurements were conducted at the bending magnet beamline D1011 of the MAXIV synchrotron radiation facility in Lund, Sweden, using a SCIENTA SES200 electron energy
analyzer. The spectra were recorded in the Au 4f, S 2p, C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s regions. The
spectra acquisition was performed in normal emission geometry and at PEs ranging from 350
to 580 eV. The BE scale of every spectrum was individually calibrated to the Au 4f7/2
emission of the gold substrate at 84.0 eV.[99] The energy resolution was better than 100 meV
(mostly around 70 meV), which is noticeably smaller than the full width at half maximum
(fwhm) of the spectral features relevant in this study.
Both XP and HRXP spectra were fitted by symmetric Voigt functions and either Shirley-type
or linear backgrounds. To fit the S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet, we used two peaks with the same fwhm,
the standard[99] spin-orbit splitting of ~1.18 eV (verified by fit), and a branching ratio of 2
(S 2p3/2/S 2p1/2). For all samples, the same fit parameters were used for identical spectral
regions for a given photon energy.
The effective film thicknesses were calculated by evaluating the intensity ratios of the C 1s
and Au 4f emissions,[100] and using a DDT SAM – a film of well-defined thickness (1.5
nm)[101] - as a reference system. A standard, exponential attenuation of the photoemission
signal was assumed; attenuation lengths determined for a series of non-substituted
alkanethiolate SAMs were used.[102] Further, the packing densities were coarsely estimated
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from the intensity ratios of the S 2p and Au 4f emissions, following the approach of refs [103]
and [104]. As reference systems of reproducible quality and with well-known packing density
(0.216 nm2/molecule; 4.63×1014 molecules/cm-2)[105,106] DDT and HDT SAMs on Au(111)
were used.
NEXAFS Spectroscopy: NEXAFS spectroscopy experiments were performed at the same
beamline as the HRXPS measurements. The spectra were acquired at the carbon and nitrogen
K-edges in the partial electron yield acquisition mode with retarding voltages of −150 and
−300 V, respectively. Linear-polarized synchrotron light with a polarization factor of ~95%
was used. The energy resolution was better than 100 meV at the C K-edge and ~100 meV at
the N K-edge. The incidence angle of the X-rays was varied from 90° (E vector in surface
plane) to 20° (E vector nearly parallel to surface normal) in steps of 10−20° to monitor the
orientational order in the SAMs. This approach is based on the linear dichroism in X-ray
absorption, i.e. the dependence of the cross-section of the resonant photoexcitation process on
the orientation of the electric field vector of the synchrotron light with respect to the
molecular orbital of interest.[63] Raw NEXAFS spectra were normalized to the incident photon
flux determined from the spectrum of a clean, freshly sputtered gold sample. Subsequently,
they were reduced to the standard form by subtracting a linear pre-edge background and by
normalizing to the unity edge jump. The energy scale was calibrated by means of the most
intense π* resonance of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite at 285.38 eV[107] in combination
with the well-known Δhν ∝ (hν)3/2 behavior of plane grating monochromators[108].
Infrared Spectroscopy: IR spectra of the precursor substances and SAMs were recorded using
a Thermo Nicolet 6700 Fourier transform IR spectrometer with a liquid nitrogen-cooled
narrow band cadmium telluride semiconductor detector. During registration of the spectra, the
beam path of the spectrometer was purged with dried and CO2-free air. All spectra were
acquired at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Neat substance spectra were obtained using a singlereflection diamond attenuated total reflection unit. Spectra of the SAMs were measured with
an infrared reflection-absorption unit using p-polarized IR radiation at an incidence angle of
80° relative to the sample surface normal. Perdeuterated DDT SAMs on gold served as
reference for the IRRAS measurements. For each SAM, at least 2000 scans were averaged,
followed by a smooth baseline correction. DFT calculations of the isolated molecules were
performed with the Gaussian09 program package[109] at the BP86[110,111] / SVP[112] level to aid
the band assignment in the experimental spectra and to obtain the directions of the TDMs of
the most pronounced vibrational modes.
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Scanning Tunneling Microscopy: For the STM experiments, a Bruker MultiMode 8 SPM
Nanoscope with a MultiMode V SPM Control Station was employed. Measurements in the
sub-nA regime were carried out with a Low Current STM Converter (Model MMSTMLCE).
A typical measurement current was around 5 pA at a sample bias of about 200 mV. The
scanner head had a maximum range of 1400 nm × 1400 nm. As probes, Pt-Ir (80:20) wires
with a diameter of 0.25 mm were hand-cut, and the tip quality assessed by measuring a HOPG
sample. Only monolayers on gold deposited onto mica were used to ensure the presence of
flat terraces.
Determination of the Work Function: Two alternative methods were used. First, the WF was
determined by measuring the secondary electron cutoff of the UP spectra following a standard
approach.[31] The experiments were performed at the Max IV facility, using the same
beamline and experimental station as in the case of the HRXPS and NEXAFS measurements.
The photon energy was set to 50 eV. UPS was performed by biasing the samples −25.6 V
relative to ground so that the low energy portion of the spectrum could be observed. The
positions of the cutoff in the target samples were referenced to those of HDT/Au and freshly
sputtered gold.
Second, WF measurements were carried out using a UHV Kelvin Probe 2001 system (KP
technology Ltd., UK). The pressure in the UHV chamber was ~10-10 mbar. The positions of
the cutoff in the target samples were referenced to those of HDT/Au and freshly sputtered
gold.
Band-Structure Calculations: We modeled the substrate-SAM interfaces using a (√3×3)
surface unit cell containing two molecules. This structure is equivalent to the (2√3×√3)R30°
arrangement reported in the literature for TP1 monolayers on gold[41-43,45] and also close to the
2D lattice of the TP1-up and TP1-down SAMs obtained in the present study (see discussion
of the STM data). A herringbone arrangement was assumed for the molecules and the
substrate was represented by five layers of Au. Along the surface normal, we inserted a
vacuum gap of ~2.0 nm and applied a dipole correction to adapt the internal 3D-periodicity of
the band-structure calculations to the periodicity of our system (extended 2D-periodic
surfaces). DFT based band-structure calculations using the plane-wave code VASP[113] were
performed. We employed convergence criteria of 10-4 eV for the total energy in the electronic
self-consistent cycle and 10-1 eV/nm for optimizing the forces in ionic relaxations.
Additionally, we checked the convergence of the dipole moment per unit cell to ensure that
the calculated WF changes are converged to within 10-2 eV. The geometry optimizations were
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performed using the GADGET tool, which allowed for the use of internal coordinates in the
optimizations.[114] A (8×5×1) Monkhorst-Pack[115] k-point grid was chosen to represent the
systems in reciprocal space (further increasing the total number of k-points by 50% resulted in
differences in the WF < 0.05 eV). Core-valence interactions were described within the
projected-augmented wave (PAW) formalism[116] (kinetic-energy cutoff: ca. 20 Ryd;
increasing the plane-wave cutoff to ca. 22 Ryd changed the WF by less than 0.02 eV) and
exchange-correlation was treated using the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) functional.[117]
Structural representations of the systems were generated with XCrySDen.[118] Core-level
energies were computed within the so-called initial-state approximation,[119] where the KohnSham energies of the core-levels are computed within the PAW sphere after self-consistency
was achieved.[119] Such calculations do not treat final-state effects (i.e., the impact of
screening of the core hole),[119] but considering the large distance between the metal substrate
and the carbon atoms relevant for the following discussion, we expect their impact to be weak
(cf., above discussion of calculated core-level shifts). Simulations on isolated molecules were
performed with the QChem code[120] using the PBE functional and cc-PVTZ basis
functions[121].
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A graphic and a short text for the Table of Contents

A highly promising approach for changing charge-injection barriers at the nanoscale through
conjugated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) is described. This – in sharp contrast to the
typically pursued tail-group substitution - is realized without affecting the SAM-ambient
interface. The goal is achieved by embedding dipolar groups at varying orientation in the
SAM-forming molecules.
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Synthesis of TP1-up and TP1-down
General Techniques
All syntheses have been performed in conventional Schlenk apparatus under dried nitrogen to
exclude air and humidity. The solvents and reagents were dried according to standard
procedures. For chromatography, flash grade silica from Merck (silica 60, 0.040-0.063 mm)
NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K using an AV400 (Bruker) applying the following
frequencies:
AV400: 1H (400.1 MHz), 13C (100.6 MHz).
All the heteronuclear spectra were 1H broadband decoupled. The shifts are given on the δ
scale in ppm. The spectra were calibrated to the protonated residuals of the solvents:
1

H-NMR (CDCl3: 7.26 ppm).

13

C-NMR (CDCl3: 77.16 ppm).

IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For the bulk
spectra, a diamond ATR cell was used. The band intensities were described qualitatively as
strong (s), medium (m), or weak (w). For the IRRAS spectra a Smart SAGA unit was
employed with p-polarized IR light under an incidence angle of 80°.
GC-MS data were recorded by a combination of a Trace GC 2000 series and a Finnigan
TraceMS Instrument (ThermoQuest CE Instruments). For GC, a Macherey Nagel Optimar
210 column was employed using helium as mobile phase.
Melting points were recorded on an Optimelt MPA 100 (Stanford Research Systems)
typically using a ramp of 5 °C/min. The melting point was determined optically by a threepoint detection via a CCD camera.
Elemental analyses (C, H, N, S) were performed on a Varia Micro CUBE CHN-Analyzer
(Elementar).
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5-Phenyl-2-(4-(((triisopropylsilyl)thio)methyl)phenyl)pyrimidine
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A solution of the Grignard reagent was prepared from 2.48 g (6.90 mmol, 1.25 eq) of the
4-bromobenzyl(triisopropylsilyl)sulfide, 1.00 g (41.1 mmol) of magnesium turnings activated
with 1,2-dibromoethane in 20 mL of THF. This solution was added to 1.05 g (5.51 mmol,
1 eq) of 5-bromo-2-phenylpyrimidine and 85 mg (5.5 mmol) Pd(dppf)Cl2 in 25 mL of THF.
After the reaction mixture was stirred for 20 h at room temperature, water was added. The
THF was removed and the aqueous slurry was extracted with CH2Cl2. The CH2Cl2 was
evaporated and the remaining material was chromatographed over silica using
EtOAc/n-hexane 3:1. To obtain the colorless product with high purity, gradient sublimation in
high vacuum is necessary. Isolated yield 1.05 g, 45 %, m.p. 114 °C, MS (ESI+): m/z (%) =
435 [MH]+(100). C26H34N2SSi (434.22): calcd. C 71.84, H 7.88, N 6.44, S 7.38; found C
71.92, H 7.41, N 6.06, S 7.05. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 9.01 (s, 2H, 7-H), 8.43
(d,3JH-H = 8.3 Hz, 2H, 4-H), 7.63 (d, 3JH-H = 7.9 Hz, 2H, 3-H), 7.57 – 7.46 (m, 5H, 10-H, 11H, 12-H), 3.83 (s, 2H, 1-H), 1.37 – 1.25 (m, 3H, 13-H), 1.16 (d, 3JH-H = 6.9 Hz, 18H, 14-H);
13

C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 163.4 (C6), 155.3 (C7), 143.9 (C2), 137.0 (C5),

134.7 (C9), 131.7 (C8),129.6 (C11), 129.0 (C4), 128.9 (C12), 128.5 (C3), 126.9 (C10), 30.2
(C1), 18.8 (C14), 13.0 (C13).
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Figure S1.

1

H NMR (top) and

13

C NMR (bottom) spectra of 5-phenyl-2-(4-

(((triisopropylsilyl)thio)methyl)phenyl)pyrimidine.
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2-Phenyl-5-(4-((triisopropylsilylthio)methyl)phenyl)pyrimidine
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A solution of the Grignard reagent was prepared from 3.57 g (9.92 mmol, 1.26 eq) of the
4-bromobenzyl(triisopropylsilyl)sulfide, 1.00 g (41.1 mmol) of magnesium and 20 mL of
THF. This solution was added to 1.85 g (7,87 mmol, 1 eq) of 2-chloro-5-phenylpyrimidine
and 115 mg (0.16 mmol) Pd(dppf)Cl2 in 30 mL of THF. After the reaction mixture was stirred
for 36 h at room temperature, water was added. The THF was removed and the aqueous slurry
was extracted with CH2Cl2. The CH2Cl2 was evaporated and the remaining material was
chromatographed over silica using EtOAc/n-hexane 1:2. To obtain the colorless product with
high purity, gradient sublimation in high vacuum is necessary. Isolated yield 0.83 g, 24 %,
m.p. 143 °C, MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 435 [MH]+(100). C26H34N2SSi (434.22): calcd. C 71.84, H
7.88, N 6.44, S 7.38; found C 71.91, H 7.47, N 5.91, S 6.96. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):
δ (ppm) = 9.02 (s, 2H, 7-H), 8.50 – 8.48 (m, 2H, 10-H), 7.58 (d,3JH-H = 8.3 Hz, 2H, 3-H), 7.54
– 7.48 (m, 5H, 4-H, 11-H, 12-H), 3.82 (s, 2H, 1-H), 1.38 – 1.29 (m, 3H, 13-H), 1,17 (d, 3JH-H
= 7.3 Hz, 18H, 14-H);

13

C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 163.4 (C8), 155.2 (C7),

142.0 (C2), 137.3 (C9), 133.1 (C6), 131.7 (C15),131.0 (C12), 129.7 (C3), 128.8 (C10), 128.3
(C11), 127.1 (C10), 28.8 (C1), 18.8 (C14), 13.0 (C13)
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Figure S2.

1

H NMR (top) and

13

C NMR (bottom)

((triisopropylsilylthio)methyl)phenyl)pyrimidine.
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spectra of 2-phenyl-5-(4-

Deprotection of the oligoarylmethanehiols. Typical procedure
The following steps had to be performed under strict exclusion of oxygen. The silyl sulfide (6
or 7, 2.42 mmol) was dissolved in a boiling mixture of 50 mL methanol and 10 mL 20% HCl.
The mixture was heated under reflux for 24 h and allowed to cool to room temperature.
50 mL of a mixture of water and methanol 1 : 1vol was added resulting in clear solutions of
the pyrimidinium salts. This mixture was washed three times with hexane to remove nonpolar impurities before the methanol was removed. The pH of the remaining aqueous phase
was adjusted to about 7 by addition of trisodium citrate. The slurry was extracted with CH2Cl2
immediately two times. The extract was evaporated to dryness. To obtain the colorless
product with high purity, the remaining solid was purified by vacuum gradient sublimation at
a pressure of about 10-3 Pa.
(4-(5-Phenylpyrimidin-2-yl)phenyl)methanethiol
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Colorless solid, isolated yield 0.53 g, 79%, m.p. 162 °C, MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 279
[MH]+(100). C17H14N2S (278.37): calcd. C 73.35, H 5.07, N 10.06, S 11.52; found C 73.24, H
5.08, N 10.77, S 11.39. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 9.02 (s, 2H, 7-H), 8.45 (d,3JHH

= 8.3 Hz, 2H, 4-H), 7.64 (d, 3JH-H = 8.2 Hz, 2H, 3-H), 7.55 – 7.47 (m, 5H, 10-H, 11-H, 12-

H), 3.83 (d, 3JH-H = 7.6 Hz, 2H, 1-H), 1.82 (t, 3JH-H = 7.6 Hz, 1H, S-H); 13C NMR (100 MHz,
CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 163.2 (C6), 155.3 (C7), 144.0 (C2), 136.3 (C5), 134.7 (C9), 131.8
(C8),129.6 (C11), 128.9 (C12), 128.6 (C4), 128.5 (C3), 126.9 (C10), 29.0 (C1)
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Figure S3. 1H NMR (top) and 13C NMR (APT, bottom) spectra of (4-(5-phenylpyrimidin-2yl)phenyl)methanethiol .
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(4-(2-Phenylpyrimidin-5-yl)phenyl)methanethiol
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Colorless solid, isolated yield 0.40 g, 59%, m.p. 162 °C, MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 279
[MH]+(100). C17H14N2S (278.37): calcd. C 73.35, H 5.07, N 10.06, S 11.52; found C 73.61, H
4.97, N 9.80, S 11.52 ; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 9.03 (s, 2H, 7-H), 8.51 – 8.49
(m, 2H, 10-H), 7.60 (d,3JH-H = 8.3 Hz, 2H, 3-H), 7.54 – 7.48 (m, 5H, 4-H, 11-H, 12-H), 3.82
(d, 3JH-H = 7.7 Hz, 2H, 1-H), 1.82 (t, 3JH-H = 7.7 Hz, 1H, S-H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):
δ (ppm) = 163.4 (C8), 155.2 (C7), 142.0 (C2), 137.1 (C9), 133.3 (C6), 131.5 (C15),131.1
(C12), 129.3 (C3), 128.9 (C10), 128.3 (C11), 127.2 (C10), 28.8 (C1)
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Figure S4. 1H NMR (top) and

13

C NMR (bottom) spectra of (4-(2-phenylpyrimidin-5-yl)-

phenyl)methanethiol.
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Reference IR spectroscopy data
Table S1. Band positions (given in cm-1) and assignments of selected vibrational modes in the
IR spectra of TP1, along with the orientation of their transition dipole moments (TDMs).
mode*
1
2

γ CH, ring
twist
γ CH, ring
twist

TDM**

DFT

neat***

SAM***

oop

696

689 s

oop

768

760 vs

762 w

3

δ CCC

||

981

1002 s

1004 m

4

δ CH

||

1467

1486 vs

1487 vs

5

ν CC δ CH

_|_

1585

6

ν CC δ CH

||

1614

1572
vw
1597 w

1572 vw
1601 w

*) ν: stretch mode, δ: in-plane bending mode, γ: out of plane bending mode
**) ||: parallel to main molecular backbone, _|_: perpendicular to main molecular backbone and in plane of the
aromatic rings, oop: perpendicular to the aromatic ring plane
***) vs: very strong, s: strong, m: medium, w: weak, vw: very weak
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Additional STM data

Figure S5. Height profiles along the selected lines in the STM images in Figure 6. Apparently
equivalent molecules are labeled with black marks, the distance of which has been used for
the determination of the lengths of the cell vectors.
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Reference HRXPS data for 2-MPM

N

N

SH

2-MPM
Figure S6. A schematic drawing of the reference molecule along with its acronym. The
directions of the dipole moment associated with the embedded pyrimidine group are shown.

Intensity (arb. units)

The molecules are named accordingly.

a

HRXPS: C1s
hν = 580 eV

2-MPM/Au

292

290

288

286

284

282

Intensity (arb. units)

Binding energy (eV)

b

HRXPS: N1s
hν = 580 eV

2-MPM/Au

404

402

400

398

396

Binding energy (eV)

Figure S7. C 1s (a) and N 1s (b) HRXP spectra of the 2-MPM SAM acquired at a photon
energy of 580 eV. The C 1s spectrum is tentatively decomposed in several individual
components. The emission at ~289 eV is presumably related to contamination (COO-).[1]
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